BrightStreamTV Launches New Learning
Platform to Empower Educators
BrightStreamTV Allows Educators the Opportunity to Break Away from Old
Methodologies and Use Technology to Create a New Way to Learn
Charlotte, NC – August 25, 2015 -BrightStreamTV, a live and interactive learning
platform that incorporates social media, will be
launching their first live broadcast on August 26th
at 1:00 EDT.
They invite all educators to join - free of charge to learn more about the latest advancement in
learning platforms that will empower educators and
engage learners. It will entail a 30-minute
introduction to the platform and can be viewed live
on their website http://brightstreamtv.com/live_event.

“Everyone that is interested
in eLearning needs to take a
look at BrightStreamTV. It is
one of the most innovative,
engaging new methods of
training. It’s clear to me it
will be a game-changer.”

Josh Cavalier, CEO and Founder of BrightStream Media, LLC said:
“BrightStreamTV fills a need in the marketplace for a learning platform that allows
educators to learn about the latest technology and how to apply it in the classroom, or
anywhere educational media is distributed. Understanding the challenges and limitations
that many educators face, all of BrightStreamTV’s live shows and associated student files
are included absolutely free – this is an incredible opportunity for educators.”
Two 3-hour training sessions on the new version of Adobe Captivate 9 and on Adobe Premiere
CC 2015 will be held on August 28th at 10:00 AM EDT and 2:00 PM EDT respectively. All live
broadcasts incorporate social media, are free to attend and include all associated student files
including templates and quick start files at no additional cost.
All initial training events will emphasize a subject related to education technology, such as:
Audio and Video, Digital Publishing, eLearning, or Instructional Design. Education technology
subjects will be expanded upon in the near future. Registration is not required and recorded
sessions will be available for purchase to anyone who missed the live broadcast.
Curtis Morley, President of eLearning Brothers, LLC said:
“Everyone that is interested in eLearning needs to take a look at BrightStreamTV. It is
one of the most innovative, engaging new methods of training. It’s clear to me it will be a
game-changer. In this digital world full of short attention spans, BrightStreamTV gives
all educators a new tool that is sure to keep their audience engaged so they can
accomplish what they are there to do – learn!”

About BrightStreamTV
BrightStreamTV, brought to you by BrightStream Media,
LLC in Charlotte, NC, is a training platform created to
empower educators on all aspects of education technology
and related concepts. The training experience is founded in
live television and viewers will be able to interact virtually
with instructors making the experience richer, engaging and
personable. To learn more visit www.brightstreamtv.com
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